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Introduction

In this Paper I will relate to the practicised way how licensing

of control and instrumentation systems is performed in Austria.

The Austrian nuclear power plant is situated at Zwentendorf/TullnerfeJ

it is of the BWR - type and has an electric output of approximately

700 MW. How a few words to my person: I belong to the Austrian

Studiengesellschaft fur Atomenergie who has been encharged by the

Austrian authorities to act as expert in questions of nuclear safety.

Por licensing of control and instrumentation we differentiate 4 steps

1 .Preliminary verification I

. 2 .Construction verification i

3.Function and licensing test

4.Periodic test

1 • Preliminary verification is done during design and procurement

of the equipment. Shis verification refers to the design of systems

and to the design of equipment. We check how the various requirements

to provide an adequate standard of reliability and safety are met.

Shis checking is done by the means of system specifications,

equipment specifications,. drawings of the buildings with routing line

of cables, with the position of redundant subsystems, data sheets

of all applied electronic, devices and any other information about

the system and its practical realization.

Shis information is compared with the requirements of general

design principles of i. e. a reactor safety system.
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Such general design principles are:

1.1 Single failure criterion

1.2 Redundancy

Here we consider physical separation as well as

signal separation: Decoupling devices between channels

of different grade of redundancy and between the reactor

safety system and other systems.

1.3 Pail - safe operation

This principle is implemented to the possible extent

but implies i.e. closed circuit operation, for the scram

and open circuit operation for the shut down valves of the

scram vessels. These valves are actuated after a scram»

1.4 Diversity

We did consider this, as far as appropriate, in respect

to functional diversity where different physical variable*!

are applied to actuate the reactor safety system.

Equipment diversity has practically not been considered.

1.5 Reliability

1.6 Testability

We insist on sufficient automatic and periodic on - line

test capability of the reactor safety system.

1.7 Equipment qualification (sensors, transducers, amplifiers et<

Shis is a very important item and it is considered thoroughly

We try to define and to evaluate the requirements for all

relevant parameters of the control and instrumentation

equipment.



1.7.1 Electrical parameters

- Range and accuracy and time response oí input/output

- Reference levels, setpoinis, thresholds

- Hatching of different interconnected equipment

- Error propagation

- Data codes

1.7.2 Environmental parameters /

We try to predict the environmental conditions which

are to be expected at the site of the equipment. Here

we differentiate "between normal operating conditions

and unnormal conditions, which are caused by failures,

it must be taken into account that these conditions

might damage equipment in the sense of a common mode

failure.

- temperature is a function of the quality of the ventilati<

system and the power dissipation.

- Humidity

- Shock and vibration: We consider the transport and

installations-activities stress and specifically the

stress due to seismic events. This requirement had some

consquences for the mounting of tie equipment.

- Ionizing radiation

- Electrical and magnética! disturbances

Such disturbances are caused by switching operations,

by short circuits and by lightning. It has been

difficult to predict the disturbance level in order to
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define the required disturbance supression ratio for the

equipment.

Concerning possible misf unctions or damages within the

electronic equipment due to lightning, we are now on the

way to predict the effect of this phenomenon. We can assert

that the conventional methods for lightning protection are

inadequate to protect electronic equipment as it is used

nowerdays.

She problem is the quickly changing magnetic field due to

the lightning current which is led to ground. Shis field

is capable to induce high voltages in all conducting loops

within the building. These high voltages (some kV) bring

the risk to damage electronic equipment in the sense of

a common mode failure. In such a case no credit can be taken

from redundant structures.

2. Construction verification

2.1.Construction verification of equipment

This step includes verification of equipment in the

laboratories of the manufacturer by licensing expert.

We keep an eye on the performance of the equipment and verif;

how it meets the requirements which were defined in the

preliminary verification,

We principally execute type-tests for relevant parameters

on all types of devices which are applied in the reactor

safety system. In addition to this,every device which is

intended to be installed in the ractor safety system, is

checked piecewise according to a less extended program.



Depending on the kind of quality assurance of the manufacturer

the importance of the device within the system and the

applied number of units, we execute 100% tests or only

random tests.

If for instance a 5% random test goes wrong, we take a second

random test but this time with 10%, If there is another

failure we make a 100% test or even refuse the lot*

2.2 Construction verification of the installed system

Here we verify optically and by the means of measuring,the

correct installation of the system and the conformity with

the requirements, which were defined during preliminary

verification. Shis relates specifically to the general design

principles but also to: Proper grounding

Proper location of cables

Proper supply voltages

Proper connection between sensing poii

and sensor Proper identifications

Proper connection to overvoltage

protection devices Physical integrity

lightness of connections

Once this construction verification is done no more modificat.

of the system is allowed «unless it is correctly reported and

checked by the expert.
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5. Junction and licensing "best

Shis test is carried out.to demonstrate the correct function

of a completely installed system according to the design.

2.1 Chronology

About 2 or 3 months before the daze of the test, the checklists-

are presented to the experts to be discussed with the

manufacturer. At least 2 weeks before the date,the checklists

are accepted and correspondence between all participants is

achieved.

3.2 Testing procedure

The test may be executed in consecutive steps which have to

overlap.

She different testing steps are activated by simulated

signals from the preceding testing step.

During and after the end of the function and licensing test,

no more modification vof the system is permitted unless the

experts agree and decide if the test is to be repeated

partially or completely.

3.5:,Volume of the test

She whole instrumentation of the reactor safety system is -

completely tested, no random testing!

If appropriate, the instrumentation line is activated right

from the beginning with a physical parameter (i.e. temperature,

pressure, length) under most realistic conditions.

Some points of the characteristic curve of transducers are

measured and are also taken as reference values for long-time
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tests which are to be perforned lateron.

All logic and analogue functions of the entire system are

completely tested.

Structures with several binary inputs are tested under

consideration of the hardware realization ( not black box

philosophy). Shis enables to reduce the testing time because

it is not necessary to permútate all possible combinations.

On the other hand we had additional testing steps to verify

the logic independence of different redundancies. Shis has I.e.

been done by switching of the supply in one redundancy and

by the observation of reactions in another redundancy.

4. Periodic test ¡

From the end of the function and licensing test on we begin to

count the time for the initiating of periodic tests. Por the

reactor safety system we have two periods: A three months period

for on-line tests and a ¿ears period for tests with the reactor

shut down. She sum of these periodic tests are in some way

comparable with the function and licensing tests.

As we have no own national regulations in Austria for licensing

nuclear power plants, we try to adopt international regulations for

our own purpose. 1 will give you a list of international regulations

which helped us to find our way.

IEEE Std 279-1971 IEEE Std 336-1971

IEEE Std 338-1975 IEEE Std 384-1974

IEEE Std 379-1972

Sicherheitstechnische Empfehlungen der VdSÖV fur die Auslegung

von Kernreaktoren

p.««r - T.sitlinien fur Siedewasserreaktoren E 3.75


